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Scroll down and learn more about Mitchell Metals.



















WHO WE ARE



Mitchell Metals, LLC, headquartered in Smyrna, GA, is the leading provider of extruded aluminum canopy systems in the United States. We are qualified to assist you in all elements related to canopy designs, engineering and fabrication of extruded aluminum canopy systems. Mitchell Metals offers a variety of aluminum and metal canopy products that include: overhead supported canopies, covered walkways, entrance canopies, commercial metal awnings and architectural canopies.

If you need a canopy installation we offer installation of our product within a 5 hour radius of Atlanta, GA. We have strong relationships with Architects, General Contractors and School Boards and have successfully installed thousands of aluminum canopies throughout the southeast.

If you need material only, we can engineer and ship pre-fabricated aluminum canopy material directly to the job site for general/sub-contractors and building owners to install nationwide. We assist you with the installation through our online videos and installation guide found in the GC/Subcontractor section.












WHAT WE DO














 
Entrance/Overhead Supported Canopies

These aluminum canopies are great for shopping centers, decorative building entrances or simply covering a door to keep rain out.

 

 
 



 
Walkway Canopies

Our covered walkway canopies are utilized by K-12 schools, hospitals, churches and Architects wanting to keep people dry from here to there.

 

 
 



 
Cantilevered Canopies

Aesthetically pleasing walkway cover that typically installs when new sidewalks are poured. Also called One Legged Bent.

 

 
 




 
Gable Canopies

Standard gabled aluminum canopy or one without a cross beam always looks fantastic covering any sidewalk.

 

 
 



 
Bus Drop Off Canopies

Installed mainly at K-12’s to keep kids dry getting from bus to building. Also referred to as Parent Drop-Off Canopy.

 

 
 



 
Customized Canopies

Been noodling on a new canopy design? Call and ask for Austin. If aluminum can span it, his Eng/CAD department can design it.

 

 
 









WHAT DRIVES US






Mission Statement

 The leading provider of aluminum canopy systems Provider (noun): Someone whose business is to supply a particular service and/or commodity. Whether we are providing a commodity – Aluminum Canopies – or providing a service to Architects, General Contractors/Subcontractors or to each other at Mitchell Metals, our #1 Core Value is to be “Damn good at what we do..” This includes everything from designing canopies to answering the phones. That is what drives us to be the leading provider of aluminum canopy systems.











Core Values

1) Damn good at what we do 2) Work with a purpose 3) Stay disciplined to the process Click here to see the rest of the core values and quotes that drive us here at Mitchell Metals


















WORK WE'VE DONE
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY



Matt Hines | Senior Project Manager | Gilbane Building Company
I have had the opportunity to work with Mitchell Metals from 2015-2019 on several K-12 projects in the metro Atlanta area.  At the Walton HS Stage 1 project, Gilbane approached Mitchell Metals with a challenging custom scope which included large Decorative Metal (Aluminum) Brackets.  Mitchell came to the table with our team, worked through the challenging site access issues, and accepted the scope in addition to standard Protective Canopy Scope on the project.  The Decorative Brackets were a big success, and were installed in the field without any issues.

At Riverwood HS Phase 2B, Mitchell was able to assist Gilbane and the Architect to modify attachment designs and slightly adjust dimensions to make the large loading dock canopy work.  This collaborative approach early in the process is clearly the best way to ensure the team’s overall success.

I always enjoy working with the people at Mitchell Metals.  From proposal, to submittals, and then to the execution of the work in the field, the experience has been great for me and Gilbane for many years.

– Matt Hines | Senior Project Manager | Gilbane Building Company


Vito Diruggiero Biltmore Construction
I would highly recommend Mitchell Metals for your next project requiring an aluminum canopy. Mitchell Metals, throughout the process, were always concerned about getting us in their production timeline. We had great open lines of communications and any questions I had were answered within 24-48 hours. They were very forthright and responsive with my needs and making sure I was taken care of as a customer. I was really pleased with the quality of the canopies and their canopies are superior to anything being fabricated locally. I have used them on three projects, and I would highly recommend using Mitchell Metals. They were even able to design us a custom canopy that met specific wind speed specifications.

– Vito Diruggiero Biltmore Construction


Ken Deal, The Dize Company


I give Mitchell Metals a high recommendation for any project needing an aluminum canopy. They are a good company to work with and the service is very good as well. They were great at keeping me informed at every step of the process including fabrication and made sure to hit all of the deadlines they set. The number one thing that stood out to me was the quality of the product is top notch. I really enjoyed working with their team and consider them more than a vendor but friends.

– Ken Deal, The Dize Company





Eric J. Gerhardt, President CSC Awnings, Inc.
“Mitchell Metals is a top notch, professional, and experienced company. Their customer service is awesome. They provide a ton of informational and accurate information for architects which assists us with the process. They do whatever it takes to help the project get done and their customer service is phenomenal. From accounting to installing the products they make sure all of the details are taken care of and you feel as one of their most important customers. The lines of communications are fantastic and would notify me during the entire process and made sure to stay on top of everything. I have the flexibility to choose anyone but I choose Mitchell Metals for a reason.”

– Eric J. Gerhardt, President CSC Awnings, Inc, Winston-Salem, NC


Kevin Sharp, Upside Innovations


My overall impression of Mitchell Metals is a team with extensive engineering expertise. Quotes were quick, and the drawings were professional, detailed, and accurate. When the actual finished materials arrived, it saved us a lot of time because much of the work was done upfront making it simple to install. I can’t say enough good things about Mitchell Metals’ ability to deliver what it promises.

– Kevin Sharp, Upside Innovations





Russ Clinton, Eagle Metal Fabricators


Not only is Mitchell Metals’ customer service excellent, but the turnaround time and product quality was above par. The team did all that we requested quickly and, ultimately, engineered these designs at a fair price.

– Russ Clinton, Eagle Metal Fabricators





Kendall Dutton, Bowen & Watson General Contractors


The first thing that comes to mind when I think of Mitchell Metals is a long-term, profitable partnership. Jeff, Nathan, and the rest of the company employees are always available to answer questions and the lines of communication are always open. In addition to having competitive prices, Mitchell Metals has excellent service, quality of work and an untarnished reputation. The most noticeable characteristic of everyone at the company is the ready and willing attitude they bring to each project.

– Kendall Dutton, Bowen & Watson General Contractors





Zack Amacher, Amacher Brothers Construction


I’ve worked with Jeff Mitchell and his company Mitchell Metals on a number of projects over the years and consider Mitchell Metals a first class subcontractor. Mitchell Metals understands the process of completing its canopy work correctly. Proposals, shop drawings, fabrication, installation and any warranty items are all handled with a can do attitude and a high level of professionalism which sets the company apart from the competition.

– Zack Amacher, Amacher Brothers Construction





Kenna Scragg, International City Builders


I’ve worked with Jeff Mitchell on many projects, and I have to say my favorite part of the process each time is Mitchell Metals’ performance while on the job. They continually met my requirements by always being on time and performing top-of-the-line fabrication and installation work. These guys have the unique ability to respond to and address any issue that arises on the job site and afterwards. It’s obvious that Jeff and his co-workers take pride in what they do.

– Kenna Scragg, International City Builders 





Peter Smith, Kevin Price General Contractors


The owner of Mitchell Metals, Jeff, is extremely helpful and the kind of person who will go out of his way to get things accomplished. Our budget was tight, but Jeff worked with us to agree on a fair price. We had a short summertime school project to get completed, which meant our schedule was filled with a lot of work in very little time. Mitchell Metals, with its team-player attitude, got the job done quickly and right the first time around. Every aspect of the business relationship was a highlight. The initial conversations, simple contract and submittals made Mitchell Metals perfect for the job. When minor discrepancies arose, the whole team took chances to make it work with a can-do attitude. Everyone at Mitchell Metals exceeded my expectations at every turn.

– Peter Smith, Kevin Price General Contractors





Rod Nix, Charles Black Construction


Mitchell Metals has worked with Charles Black Construction Company on numerous projects over the years, providing and installing various aluminum canopies.
I personally have had the opportunity to work with Mitchell Metals and have always found them to be very knowledgeable in the canopy trade.  I have no problem stating that Mitchell Metal’s work, professionalism, ethics and integrity make them stand out among other subcontractors.   It is always a pleasure to have them on our projects because you don’t have to worry what kind of work you will receive and if the schedule will be met.

– Rod Nix, Charles Black Construction





Chet Roberts, CD Moody Construction


Great interaction was definitely the highlight of working with Mitchell Metals. Initial discussions began with Jeff and later with Austin, who was equally knowledgeable. I have no negatives – Mitchell Metals excelled at staying on schedule and on budget. Any issues were addressed in a timely manner with no arguments. Schedule and dollar-wise, Mitchell Metals understood our requirements, which is why I have no trouble saying that the company is a cut above most sub-contractors in the business.

– Chet Roberts, CD Moody Construction





Jay Grubbs, RA-LIN General Contractors


Over the past few years, Mitchell Metals has completed a few projects for us. Though most interaction was done over the phone, our project manager at Mitchell Metals got us the parts we needed quickly and went out of his way to get the job done right. The company’s finished products are always a testament to its superiority in the installation process. Besides excellent customer service and relationship building, Jeff Mitchell and the rest of Mitchell Metals are just good at what they do!

– Jay Grubbs, RA-LIN General Contractors





Cecill Barber, Barber Contracting

Initially, I was attracted to the company’s low prices. But as our business relationship progressed, I noticed more and more – good communication, great interaction and quick responses to questions or issues on the jobsite. The Mitchell Metals team always did what they said they would do and kept to the contract. The quality of workmanship is the foremost differentiator for me, although the professionalism of Jeff and the experts at Mitchell Metals also made for a pleasant working relationship.

– Cecill Barber, Barber Contracting
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About Mitchell Metals
			Mitchell Metals, LLC, headquartered in Smyrna, GA, is the leading provider of aluminum canopy systems in the United States. We are qualified to assist you in all elements related to canopy designs, engineering and fabrication of extruded aluminum canopy systems.

						


Contact Information
			
Mitchell Metals


1761 McCoba Dr SE Suite B 


Smyrna,
GA
30080


(770) 431-7300



 MaterialOnly@mitchellmetals.net

 Design@mitchellmetals.net


 Install@mitchellmetals.net




 CBUCanopy@mitchellmetals.net
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